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SPECT BLOOD FLOW IN STROKE: ASSOCIATION WITH CLINICAL PROGNOSIS. Z. Ratting, PB Fayad, H Dey, LM Brass and PB Hoffer, Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven, CT.

Studies examining the prognostic value of SPECT blood flow imaging in stroke have used differing methods and obtained mixed results. We report the outcome of a pilot study to determine the utility of early SPECT in predicting stroke prognosis.

Thirteen patients with cerebral infarction were imaged by SPECT (20 mCi Tc-99m-HMPAO) within 48 hours of presentation. Clinical evaluation included a Toronto stroke scale on day 0 (TSS-0), representing the neurologic deficit, and a Barthel index on day 21 (BI-21), representing residual functional disability. SPECT lesions were characterized by multiple parameters, including volume and a stroke density ratio (SDR), the average lesion counts/voxel divided by the counts/voxel in a comparable normal contralateral region.

SDR correlated strongly with BI-21.

TSS-0 also correlated with BI-21, but one patient with a mild initial clinical deficit and a dense lesion on SPECT did poorly. Stroke volume alone did not correlate with prognosis.

These preliminary results suggest that a small SDR, which corresponds on images to a clearly visible defect of any size, predicts a less favorable clinical outcome. By providing prognostic information, in addition to confirming stroke location and extent, SPECT blood flow imaging may be a useful tool to identify candidates for early aggressive therapeutic intervention.
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Two essentially identical multi-center trials were conducted to determine the sensitivity and specificity of Neurolite® kit for the preparation of Tc99m-Bicisate (ECB) as an aid in the diagnosis and localization of stroke. In each trial, European (02) and North American (03), at least 100 evaluable stroke patients and 30 neurologically normal volunteers had a Neurolite® SPECT imaging study. All evaluable SPECT images were read institutionally by the principal investigator and three blinded readers who did not participate in the trial. The location of perfusion defects, which was noted independent of clinical assessment, was compared to the location of the functional deficit determined from the overall clinical impression excluding the Neurolite® study. Neurolite® was safe and well tolerated in all subjects. Neurolite® sensitivity and specificity percentages for localizing stroke are listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study #</th>
<th>02</th>
<th>03</th>
<th>02</th>
<th>03</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>74 (78)</td>
<td>61 (73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, the sensitivity and specificity of Neurolite® was the same in all phases of stroke. Inter-reader reliability was very consistent in both blinded reads. Lower sensitivity in the blinded reads is expected and was partly attributed to the blinded readers lack of familiarity with the multiple format of SPECT images. Sensitivity was similar for all types of strokes except for lacunar which showed decreased sensitivity both institutionally and in the blinded reads. The lower blinded read sensitivity of study 03 disappeared when lacunar strokes which had a higher incidence in the 03 study, were excluded (value in parentheses). In conclusion, Neurolite® SPECT images are sensitive and act as a specific marker in localizing brain regions which are functionally impaired due to stroke.
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This study examined the accuracy of iterative reconstruction methods for a clinical task, analyzing thallium-201 uptake density via Fumazolin (PB) reconstruction within the putamen and globus pallidus (GP). These small brain structures may be involved in Huntington's disease. Based on literature for simple geometric phantoms, it was hypothesized that iterative reconstruction would outperform filtered back-projection (FBP) for this clinical task.

Assigning FMZ activity values obtained from autoradiography to a complex brain phantom, we performed realistic simulations of PET measurements that included the effects of nonuniform attenuation, accidental coincidences, spatially varying geometric detector response, detector errors, and counting statistics (1M events, 7% randoms). The sinogram dimensions were matched to our CTI 931 scanner in the unwobbled mode, with 512 detectors and 0.2mm crystal width.

Reconstructing the measurements via ramp FBP, the 95% errors in putamen uptake were 5.1% (left) and 6.4% (right). For the GP, the errors were 36% and 53%. The errors are largely due to bias, i.e. spillover from high activity in cortex or low activity in background. Thus, applying a Hanning window further degraded the 95% errors. The iterative methods investigated were: Polite's ML-1B EM algorithm with internal corrections for attenuation and randoms, post-smoothed versions thereof, and a previously reported weighted penalized-likelihood method that can accommodate structural side information.

For each method, the 95% errors were computed from 50 independent realizations. After 400 iterations of ML-1B, the putamen RMS errors were 5% and the globus pallidus errors were 12%. Increasing the number of iterations the putamen errors were increasing (due to variance increase of EM) yet the GP errors were still decreasing due to bias recovery. This concurs with previous reports that the optimal number of iterations for EM is object size dependent. (The GP is much smaller than the putamen.) Applying a 3mm FWHM Gaussian smoother to the ML-1B reconstructions gave 5% and 6% RMS errors for the putamen, comparable to filtered backprojections, but increased the GP RMS errors to 39% and 66%. Using 800 iterations of the weighted penalized-likelihood approach with perfect side information, the GP errors were reduced to 6% and 11%, with a small increase in the putamen errors.

This study demonstrates that the benefit of iterative methods significantly depend on object size and surrounding activity. For small regions such as the globus palidus, the iterative methods showed substantial reductions in percent RMS error.